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It's based on a dream I had recently... well, three of them.
Apologies to Kewi, Janetta, Ellie, and Reimu. You weren't in this dream...
I hope you guys will be in the next one!
For 12+, just in case
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0 - Characters

Rachael (-chan, -san)
Age: 14
Likes: Caramel, her friends, games, manga, drawing
Dislikes: Being teased, mayhem
Skill: Able to memorize things easily

Jon (-kun, -san)
Age: 14
Likes: friends, Rachael, pizza, games
Dislikes: Sadness, separation, being teased
Skill: Able to create small ice and fire

Rae`
Age: 15
Likes: friends, manga, drawing
Dislikes: Unknown
Skill: Able to be very quick at running

Minor characters: Aaron, woman, Rachael and Aaron's mother, Takashii (a boy), resedents of the Hotel



1 - The Beginning of the Dream

Dad: Be sure not to get lost. You have my number in the communicator if you need me.
Rachael: Okay! Byyye!! *walks out of the house*

Hi, my name's Rachael. I'm starting a journey to help people because I want to be a hero. You know..
like Klonoa?

Rachael: *sees a cave* I don't remember the cave... But, oh well! *walks in the cave*

The cave had three paths- One was lit in orange, another had purple lights, and the last one shined
yellow. I got scared and confused, so I ended up running a different direction.
Then, I see a room with a blue ceiling, blue walls, and a gray carpeted floor.

Rachael: Huh? Is this a school?
Girl: No, you're in a hotel. How'd ya end up here?
Rachael: *gasps and notices doors on some of the walls* Omigosh! Check-in direction?
Girl: *points to the right*
Rachael: Thanks! *runs toward that direction*

It took me about 15 minutes, but I finally found the Check-in. I then got my room key, which tempted me
into running to the room number I have- 166.
I opened the door. It was like an ordinary hotel room, except there was a Wii and some sweets! The
window had a beautiful view-- a river and some trees.

Rachael: It's awesome here! Omigosh, they have caramels, too!! *runs to the candies and eats one*
Omigawd... Scotchmallow... (it's a caramel and marshmallow candy from See's)

-----------
So, yeah. That's chapter one. Hope you enjoyed! I'll try to post chapter two today, too! :D



2 - Pizza

I then smell something delicious. Very delicious. I put my key in my pocket, walk out of my room, close
the door, and start walking the direction of the smell. I saw it led to a yellow door, so I opened it and
saw...

Jon: Hey!

...Jon, my boyfriend.

Rachael: Oh, Jon! I never expected you here!
Jon: Well, I got pizza for us- half cheese and half pepperoni.

Then a boy I didn't know came in.

Boy: Hey... You look cute, chick...
Rachael: *blushes* C-Chick?!
Jon: Sorry, but she's already taken!!
Boy: Really?!
Jon: By me!!
Rachael: Uhm... You guys can stop arguing... Pizza's here...
Boy: Oh, I'm Takashii, by the way.
Jon: Nice to meet you?
Rachael: Itadakimasu!! *takes a bite of pizza* Oh. MY. GAWD. THIS IS GOOD!
Jon and Takashii: *take a bite of pizza* YOU'RE RIGHT!
Rachael: TASTES LIKE HEAVEN!
Jon: AMAZING!
Takashii: ....BETTER THAN MCDONALD'S!
Rachael and Jon: OH YESSS!!

Then... suddenly...

Woman: *opens the door* What's with the racket?!
Jon, Rachael, and Takashii: ....
Woman: *grabs Rachael by the hand and takes her out of the room*

That woman snatched me like a four-leaf clover, as quick as she could. I ran off to my room, screaming
like Sunny-chan, and I locked my door.

???: Rei-che-ru!
Rachael: *covers her face with a pillow and screams*
???: *unlocks the door, comes in, and rubs Rachael's head*
Rachael: !! *looks up and sees a beautiful, young woman, who's about 23...* Are you like...
Young Woman: I think I know who you mean...



Rachael: ...Yeah. How'd you get in?
Young Woman: Spare key... and we think you did damage to the stairs... We were told an autistic girl did
it...
Rachael: You know I have Asperger's?
Young Woman: Your mother works here...
Rachael: !!

---------
That was chapter two... I know it's late...
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